
Everyday Life and Culture, 1877-1920 

• Overview  

o Standards of living  

� Rising personal income -- increases for all classes  

� Cost of living  

� Rose faster than incomes  

� How families coped (or failed to cope)  

� Sending new family members into workforce (women and children) 

� gave women (mostly single women, since working mothers and 

wives were considered bad) opportunities to earn money and 

support themselves better  

� Supplements to family income  

� Taking in boarders  

� Second jobs  

� Higher life expectancy -- advances in medical care  

• The quest for convenience -- Mechanization takes command  

o Processed and preserved foods  

� Tin cans  

� Refrigeration  

� Shipping and marketing systems  

o Ready-made clothing  

� Rise of garment industry  

� Concern with style becomes prevalent  

o Department and chain stores  

� Rise of department stores in the cities  

� The growth of chain stores -- A & P  

• Family life  

o Family and household structures  

� Nuclear vs. Extended  

� Causes for changes in family patterns  

� Declining birthrates  

� Acceleration of decline  

� Reasons for decline  

� Impact on families 

� Boarding  

� Primarily urban phenomenon  

� Advantages and disadvantages to family and boarder  

� Importance of kinship  

� Frictions caused by kinship obligations vs. independence 

• Impact of demographic and social changes  

o Rise of schools and importance of education in family life 

o more public schools + free textbooks funded by taxpayers – teach citizenship 

o increase in colleges for women, co-ed colleges, and colleges for blacks - major 

colleges added graduate schools and advanced degrees – they also started to 

provide entertainment – plays and sporting events 

o new generation of women activists: the vote, day-care centers; the “new 

morality” reflected sexual freedom in the increase of birth control, divorces, and 

frank discussion of sexual topics 

o Americans began to develop a faith in formal education as a solution to poverty  

o The new leisure and mass culture  

� Increase in leisure time  

� Reduction of work weeks  

� Impact of mechanization  



� Amusements as organized activity + PROFIT 

� Baseball  

� Growth of baseball  

� Socializing impact of baseball (observance of rules, social 

interaction, competition)  

� Croquet, cycling, and football 

� James Naismith invented basketball 

� Wrestling gained popularity and respectability  

� Circuses (PT Barnum) 

� “Wild West” shows (“Buffalo Bill” Cody and Annie Oakley) 

� Theatre  

� Popular drama and musical comedy  

� Vaudeville  

� Blacks and immigrants in vaudeville  

� Movies  

� Edison and moving pictures  

� D.W. Griffith and Birth of a Nation  

� Homogenizing influence of popular entertainments  

� The transformation of mass communications  

� Advertising  

� Purpose is to create demand for a product  

� Legal protection of advertising  

� Methods and vehicles for advertising  

� Yellow journalism - reported on wild and fantastic stories that often 

were false or quite exaggerated: sex, scandal, and other human-

interest stories 

� Pulitzer and the World, Hearst and the Journal  

� Methods -- Muckraking, sensationalism, tear-jerkers  

� Other forms of journalism  

� Popular literature  

� Dime novels  

� Edgar Rice Burroughs--Tarzan and John Carter series  

� Wild West -- Zane Grey  

� Detective thrillers  

� Magazine serials - Magazines like Harper’s, the Atlantic 

Monthly, and Scribner’s Monthly partially satisfied the public 

appetite for good reading 

� Moral messages of popular fiction  

� Horatio Alger stories - virtue, honesty, and industry 

were rewarded by success, wealth, and honor 

� Lew Wallace's Ben Hur – vs. ideas of Darwinists 

� Local colorists  

� Joel Chandler Harris – south (Uncle Remus)  

� Bret Harte and the west (Gold Rush) 

� Literary classics  

� Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens) and Tom Sawyer, Life on the 

Mississippi, and Huckleberry Finn (controversial due to its 

language and subjects) 

� Henry James: Daisy Miller (women’s personalities)  

� Stephen Crane: Maggie: A Girl of the Streets (prostitution) 

� Kate Chopin: Sister Carrie and The Awakening (women’s 

ambitions) 

� Shift from escapism to social commentaries  


